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Unsworth Legal: Transitioning to a paperless
and agile workplace was possible with LEAP

Limitations with the existing hardware and IT systems at 
this Sydney law firm led to a new direction—and a new 
way of working

Unsworth Legal
Unsworth Legal was founded by Tim Unsworth in Sydney in 2009 with a focus on delivering the right 
outcomes for its clients through knowledgeable and engaging lawyers. Unsworth Legal provides legal 
advice to clients in the areas of business-asset acquisitions, employment law, commercial and fiduciary 
relationships, insolvency, disciplinary proceedings, estate planning and property transactions.

The challenge
The old practice management solution that was in place was a traditional domestic server system. At times, 
they had issues with logging in via the server as the connectivity was slow, logins sometimes failed, which in 
turn hindered staff from being able to work remotely.   Another concern Unsworth Legal had with this system 
was its performance in updating software across platforms, and whether the security in place was robust 
enough for today’s cyber environment.  The system was starting to crumble and it was not supporting the 
operational requirements of the firm. 

The opportunity to research and replace the old practice management solution came during an office move 
in mid-2016. Tim decided on a cloud-based system for his firm and required a practice management and 
accounting system to run together to increase efficiency. He knew 
it would be far superior to what he was previously using.

Going paperless
Tim investigated the market and LEAP was the best option for 
Unsworth Legal’s needs.

In addition to LEAP providing full services to staff who worked 
remotely, the platform enabled Tim and his team to reduce paper 
files in office and once LEAP was in place it was soon apparent 
that there was no need to keep paper files and Unsworth Legal 
embarked on the journey to becoming paperless. 

Going paperless is as straightforward as it sounds – and this is 
achievable by maintaining all files electronically.

Operating in a paperless 
environment takes some 
getting used to but you 
do get used to it and 

the benefits have really 
blown us away.
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For more information, please visit www.leap.com.au
To book an obligation-free demonstration call 1300 607 625

Some improvements include:
 � replacing old computers with new laptops and double monitors to facilitate working on screens instead of 

paper

 � ensuring a fast, reliable internet connection which supports cloud systems

 � installing paper shredders in easily accessible locations so staff can destroy a paper copy after saving an 
electronic copy. 

 � enhanced protection of confidential information. Electronically stored files mean there is no unauthorised 
access to confidential papers lying around, like there could be in a paper based office.  

Within LEAP, electronic files are quicker to create, update, review and share. When documents are saved, 
they appear in the matter instantly, which means that files are updated quicker and you can work on matters 
without delay. Electronic versions of documents are extremely secure and cannot be tampered with. 

The only documents retained in a physical form are wills, powers of attorney, certificates of title and 
documents where an original must be produced.

3 tips for going paperless
1. Don’t underestimate the impact of doing it - it 

has had a revolutionary impact on the way the 
office looks and operates.

2. Look at your firm’s hardware too. Unsworth 
upgraded to laptops with extra-large monitors 
which meant taking full advantage of an agile 
workplace.

3. You have to be firm and patient as the firm gets 
used to being paperless.

The solution
LEAP’s cloud-based practice management software is the foundation of Unsworth’s paperless office and has 
supported staff to work in the way that they choose – to be more efficient and to embrace developments in 
technology. 

Unsworth Legal rely on LEAP to help them deliver professional legal services across many areas of law. 
  

Watch the video testimonial to see how Unsworth Legal  
adopted paperless processing and uncovered many benefits.

The support from LEAP, including the 
community page and online chats, 

allows unknown tasks to be completed 
within minutes of a problem arising 

– the support really is second to 
none. Its clear LEAP is at the top of 

their game and strives for continued 
excellence – and that’s exactly who we 

want to have on our side.

        Erica Gahan 

        Administrator, Unsworth Legal

https://www.leap.com.au/#watch-testimonial

